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Book. In the aftermath of a hurricane, Sara s got a new secret-
-and an old crush--to decipher. A hurricane hits the New Jersey
shore, and while Sara s hometown of Stellamar is spared from
any major damage, things will still never be the same. At home,
a spirit reveals to Sara that he has a secret about her
mother.but then the spirit is spooked by the storm and leaves
before Sara can find out more. Sara enlists the help of her best
friend, Lily, and together they try to find out what other secrets
might be hidden away in the old house. At school, there are
some new faces as kids from a neighboring town start
attending Stellamar Middle School since their own school was
damaged in the storm. One of the new kids is Mason, Sara s
summer crush. Will sparks continue to fly between Sara and
Mason?.
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Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. We have study and so i am sure that i am going to likely to study once
again again in the foreseeable future. I realized this book from my i and dad encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Dua ne Fa del-- Dua ne Fa del
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